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a b s t r a c t

Recently, secure search over encrypted cloud data has become a hot research spot and challenging task.
A number of secure search schemes have been proposed to try to meet this challenge. However, most
of them only consider the single data owner model. In this paper, we propose a conjunctive multi-
keyword ranked secure search scheme for multiple data owners. To guarantee data security and system
flexibility in the multiple data owners environment, we design an ingenious secure query scheme that
allows each data owner to adopt randomly chosen temporary keys to build secure indexes for different
data files. An authorized data user does not need to know these temporary keys of constructing indexes
and can instead randomly choose another temporary query keys to encrypt query keywords, while the
cloud server can correctly perform keywords matching over encrypted data files. To rank the query
results of a conjunctive multi-keyword query, the cloud server computes the similarity scores between
the query and its query results according to encrypted relevance scores of keywords without obtaining
any sensitive information. Extensive experiments demonstrate the correctness and practicality of the
proposed scheme.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation

We have witnessed the surge and remarkable growth of cloud
computing technologies in the past few years, which have
emerged as a new paradigm for computation, storage, and host-
ing services. As cloud computing technologies become mature,
more and more enterprise and individual users are motivated
to outsource their private data to the cloud server for enjoying
the abundant benefits brought by the cloud computing, such
as economic savings, great flexibility, quick deployment, elastic
computation, and on-demand high quality services.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: zqin@hnu.edu.cn (Z. Qin).

The production and development of any one of new things are
a double-edged sword. Cloud computing is no exception, which
plays a huge advantage compared with traditional information
technologies, meanwhile, also brings many new problems and
challenges. Among them, the data privacy and security issues
have been paid much attention with the increasing cloud secu-
rity incidents [1]. Data encryption is an effective way to protect
the confidentiality of cloud data [2,3]. However, data encryption
makes effective data retrieval and utilization a very challenging
task, which greatly weakens abilities of data processing of cloud
computing.

Searchable encryption is a booming cryptographic primitive
that supports effective keyword search over encrypted data. As
early as 2000, Song et al. had set out to explore the problem
of search over encrypted data and first introduced a practical
secure query technique in [4]. Later, searchable encryption was
formally defined and further developed by [5–10]. Recently, with
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the growing popularity of cloud computing, the secure search
over encrypted cloud data becomes a research focus [11]. Some
approaches have been proposed in [12–23], which aim to protect
data and query privacies with better security, efficiency, and
query experience. However, these works mainly consider the
single data owner model, except [21]. In practice, a more normal
scenario is that multiple data owners share their data on the
cloud computing platform having the multi-tenant characteristic.
A good example is the Personal Health Record sharing system like
mymedwall.com, where multiple volunteer patients store their
encrypted health data to the cloud server and only authorized
users can perform searches over these data.

In a single-owner scheme, the sole data owner constructs se-
cure searchable indexes for encrypted data files, which allows the
cloud server to perform secure query according to query trapdoor
(i.e., encrypted query keyword) submitted by an authorized data
user. A data user obtains query trapdoor by asking the data owner
for query keys or letting the online data owner generate query
trapdoor for him.

Intuitively, the multi-owner scenario can be easily achieved
by directly employing the single-owner model. For example, in
the multi-owner model, all data owners share the same index
encryption keys to build their secure searchable indexes. An
authorized data user asks one of these data owners for query
keys or trapdoors to request data files. Consequently, if one of the
data owners carelessly leaks the index keys, the data security of
all data owners would be compromised. Moreover, data owners
may be unwilling to share secret keys each other in real life.
Another solution seems to more reasonable, in which each data
owner is allowed to use own secret keys to encrypt data indexes
independently. In this case, a data user has to ask all data owners
for query trapdoors or needs to maintain a large number of keys
to generate legal query trapdoors. Obviously, this solution not
only unavoidably brings heavy keys management [24], compu-
tation, and communication overhead, but also greatly reduces
availability and flexibility of search system. Therefore, developing
a full-fledged multi-owner scheme by directly employing the
single-owner model will have many new challenges.

Though the research in [25] began to study the secure search
problem based on the more challenging multi-owner model, the
first real multi-owner secure search scheme was proposed in
the recent work [8], which thoroughly discusses and analyzes
the security challenges in the multi-owner model. However, to
guarantee the security in the multi-owner model, the scheme
needs to introduce an extra entity called Administration Server
to re-encrypt the secure indexes. Moreover, the Administration
Server has to store a pre-computed secret data on the cloud server
and re-encrypt the user’s query trapdoor every time to achieve
effective search at the cloud side. As a result, once the Administra-
tion Server crashes, the whole search system will no more work.
Therefore, the Administration Server not only increases the cost
of the whole search system but also faces the problem of single
point of failure or becomes a new attractive attack point for outer
attackers.

1.2. Our contributions

In this paper, we propose a more practical multi-owner secure
search scheme with multi-keyword conjunctive ranked query
functionality. We make four key contributions which can be
summarized as follows.

1. We propose an ingenious secure query scheme for multiple
data owners scenario that allows each data owner to adopt a
different temporary key to build secure index for each data file.
An authorized data user does not need to know the temporary

key and can instead use randomly chosen temporary keys to en-
crypt query keywords while the cloud can still correctly perform
keyword matching on each encrypted index.

2. To speed up multi-keyword query and make the proposed
scheme more efficient and practical, we design a query efficiency-
improved multi-keyword conjunctive secure query scheme with
the search complexity O(1) for each encrypted data file.

3. We design a query results ranking mechanism for multi-
keyword top-k query based on the encrypted keyword relevance
score. For a multi-keyword query and a data file satisfying the
query, the cloud can effectively compute the similarity between
the data file and the query according to the individual encrypted
relevance score of each query keyword to the data file.

4. We make the theoretical performance analysis and security
proof and analysis for our proposed scheme. The extensive exper-
iment evaluations demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of
our proposed scheme.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We view the
related work in Section 2. We state the problem and define nota-
tions in Section 3, an overview of our proposed scheme is given as
well. In Section 4, we briefly introduce preliminaries used in our
scheme. We present a basic secure search scheme for multiple
data owners model in Section 5. Based on the basic secure search
scheme, we construct a practical and efficient multi-keyword
conjunctive query scheme in Section 6. For achieving ranking
query, we propose a secure query results ranking mechanism in
Section 7. Security proof and analysis are conducted in Section 8.
We evaluate performances in Section 9 and conclude this paper
in Section 10.

2. Related work

2.1. Conventional searchable encryption

Song et al. first implemented a practical technique in [4] that
allows a server to perform secure search by linearly scanning the
whole encrypted document using an encrypted query keyword.
To improve search efficiency, in [5], Goh et al. made use of
Bloom filter and pseudo-random functions to construct a secure
searchable index for each encrypted data files and defined the
search security model against adaptive chosen keyword attack.
The security vulnerability of this scheme is to reveal the query
privacy if keywords have been searched before. To further im-
prove security and search efficiency, in [9], Curtmolaet al. adopted
the inverted index and hash table to design a novel searchable
encryption scheme and formally presented new and stronger se-
curity definitions. In [6], Boneh et al. first constructed a searchable
encryption scheme under public-key setting. To improve user
query experiences and enrich search functionalities, keyword
conjunctive and disjunctive secure search were proposed in [7,8].

2.2. Secure search in cloud computing

Data outsourcing service promotes the further study on
privacy-preserving search for cloud computing. Based on [9],
Wang et al. [12] first used encrypted keyword relevance score
as ranking criterion to implement single keyword top-k secure
search over encrypted cloud data. Cao et al. [14] used secure
kNN computation scheme [26] based on the encrypted space vec-
tor model to construct a multi-keyword ranked search scheme,
and in [16] Sun et al. further developed the scheme and made
relevance ranking more accurate by introducing cosine mea-
sure based similarity scores. In [17], Sun et al. improved their
work [16] and proposed a query results verifiable multi-keyword
secure query scheme by constructing secure index tree and sig-
nature technique. Xia et al. [19] and Fu et al. [20] employ the
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secure kNN technique to develop the dynamic multi-keywords
ranked secure search and enabling personalized secure search
over encrypted cloud data respectively to further improve the
user search experience. To tolerate minor typos and enhance user
search experience, fuzzy keyword search schemes over encrypted
cloud data were proposed in [13,18,27,28]. Li et al. [29] proposed
data deduplication based secure keyword search scheme in the
cloud storage systems for reducing storage space and upload
bandwidth. Other than the keyword-based search, Li et al. [30]
considered the outsourced relational database and proposed a
novel lightweight encryption mechanism supporting SQL-based
queries. However, these schemes mainly consider single data
owner model and directly extending them for multiple data
owners model will bring heavy computation, communication,
and key management overhead or incur many security problems
described in Section 1. Though the research in [25] began to study
the secure search problem based on the more challenging multi-
owner model based on attribute-based encryption [31], the first
formal multi-owner secure search scheme was proposed in the
recent work [21], which comprehensively discusses and analyzes
the security challenges in the multi-owner model. However,
compared to general system model of secure query in cloud com-
puting, the scheme needs to introduce an extra Administration
Server. Our original work in [32] for multi-owner secure search
scheme without the extra entity Administration Server is proposed
to reduce the system complexity with the same security strength
and better performance.

3. Problem formulation

In this section, we first present a system model and a threat
model. Then, we elucidate security requirements of our scheme
in detail. Finally, we define notations used to describe our scheme
and give an overview of the multi-keyword ranked secure search
for multiple data owners.

3.1. System model

We consider the multi-owner system architecture of search
over encrypted cloud data, which includes multiple data own-
ers, multiple data users, and the cloud server, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The cloud server provides storage and computation services
for cloud customers in a pay-as-you-go fashion. In the system,
each data owner encrypts data files and constructs encrypted
searchable index for the security and searchability of data files
simultaneously, and then outsources them to the cloud server.
Only an authorized data user is allowed to search data files by
submitting a query trapdoor and an optional number k to the
cloud server. Upon receiving the query trapdoor and k, the cloud
server is responsible for performing search on encrypted indexes
and rank query results according to certain ranked criteria. When
the query ends, the top-k most relevant encrypted data files are
returned to the corresponding data user.

3.2. Threat model

The semi-trusted threat model was first proposed by Canetti
et al. in [33] and has been widely adopted in the secure search
field under the cloud computing environment, in which the cloud
server is modeled an ‘‘honest-but-curious’’ semi-trusted threat
entity. That is, the cloud server promises that it will always
strictly obey data escrow protocols and correctly fulfill the func-
tional responsibilities; however, we still cannot exclude the possi-
bility that the cloud server wants to infer some useful information
from outsourced data files and submitted query requests because
of ‘‘curiosities’’ as the cloud server is a remote entity.

Fig. 1. A system model of search over encrypted data on a remote cloud center.

3.3. Security requirements

A secure search scheme should protect data owner’s data
security as well as the data user’s query privacy from the semi-
trusted cloud server. In the multiple data owners scenario, we
propose that the secure search system should satisfy the follow-
ing security requirements.

• Security of Data Files: Preventing the cloud server from
obtaining data contents by accessing the outsourced data
files themselves is the most primary security goal.

• Security of Searchable Indexes: A file index is created
based on the keywords extracted from a data file, which
directly reflects the contents of the data file. Therefore,
the cloud server is prohibited from obtaining any useful
information about data files by analyzing their indexes. Such
useful information may include: how many identical key-
words are contained in two different data files, whether
some specific keywords are contained in certain data file,
and the number of keywords of the data file. Moreover, in
the multiple data owners environment, the leakage of index
contents of one data owner should not compromise the se-
curity of other data owners. We propose that the most ideal
encrypted index construction should be that even for totally
same data files, their indexes are totally different yet with
the same length while keeping uniform searchable ability.
In this paper, we will construct such an index construction.

• Trapdoor Privacy: A trapdoor is the encrypted form of
query keyword(s). The trapdoor privacy requires that the
cloud server cannot recover the underlying plaintext key-
word(s) according to the trapdoor.

• Trapdoor Unlinkability: For preventing the cloud server
from knowing the relationship of trapdoors, the same query
keywords should bear totally different trapdoors every time.
The trapdoor unlinkability requires that the trapdoor gen-
eration algorithm should be randomized rather than deter-
ministic.

3.4. Notions and overview

In this subsection, we define the notations used in this paper
in Table 1 and give an overview of our scheme as shown in Fig. 2.

We give a concrete example to illustrate the main idea of our
proposed scheme. For each data file Fi,j ∈ Fi owned by DOi,
DOi extracts keywords from Fi,j to get its keyword set Wi,j by
case folding, stemming, and getting rid of stop words. To enable
efficient and accurate ranked query, DOi calculates the relevance
score of each keyword to Fi,j in Wi,j. Fi,j is encrypted by a symmet-
ric encryption such as AES under certain key. For Wi,j, DOi uses a
temporary secret key ski,j to encrypt its keywords and relevance
scores to generate the secure index IFi,j and then destroys the key
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Table 1
Notations used in our scheme.
Notation Description

DO;DOi A set of data owner, DO = {DO1, . . .DO|DO|} ; ith data owner in DO,DOi ∈ DO.
Fi; Fi,j Data file set of DOi,Fi = {Fi,1, . . . , Fi,|Fi |}; jth data file in Fi , Fi,j ∈ Fi .
Ci; Ci,j Ciphertext set of Fi, Ci = {Ci,1, . . . , Ci,|Fi |}; ciphertext of Fi,j , Ci,j ∈ Ci .
Wi,j Set of distinct keyword of Fi,j , Wi,j = {wi,j,1, . . . , wi,j,|Wi,j |}.
I(Fi,j) Secure index of data file Fi,j .
ski,j Temporary index encryption key of I(Fi,j) .
Q A conjunctive query Q = {w1, . . . , w|Q|}, |Q|> 1.
u An authorized data user.
ru, qu Temporary trapdoor encryption keys of u.
T (w)u Trapdoor of query keyword w submitted by u.
T (Q)u Trapdoor of Q submitted by u.
RS(w, Fi,j) Relevance score of a keyword w ∈ Wi,j to its data file Fi,j .
sim(Q, Fi,j) Similarity score of the data file Fi,j to Q,where Fi,j is a query result of Q.
|α| If α is a string, |α| denotes the bit length of α; If α is a set, |α| denotes the cardinality of α.

Fig. 2. An overview of the multi-keyword ranked secure search for multiple data owners.

ski,j immediately. Given a Q, an authorized data user u chooses
two temporary query keys qu, ru to encrypted Q to get T (Q)u and
then destroys qu and ru immediately. Finally, u submits T (Q)u
and a number k to the cloud server. Upon receiving the T (Q)u,
the cloud server searches over the index IFi,j and calculates the
similarity score between Q and Fi,j as sim(Q, Fi,j) if Fi,j is a query
result of Q. Ultimately, the cloud server sorts similarity scores of
all query results of Q and returns top-k encrypted data files to u.

4. Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly introduce several important tech-
niques and security assumptions that will be used in this paper.

4.1. Bilinear pairing map

Let G1 and G2 denote two cyclic multiplicative groups of order
q. A bilinear map e : G1 × G1 → G2 satisfies the following
properties:

• Computable: For any Q , Z ∈ G1, there is a polynomial time
algorithm to compute e(Q , Z) ∈ G2.

• Bilinear: For all x, y ∈ Z∗
q and Q , Z ∈ G1, the equality

e(Q x, Zy) = e(Q , Z)xy holds.
• Non-degenerate: If g, h are generators of G1, then e(g, h) is

a generator of G2.

4.2. Discrete logarithm problem (DLP)

DLP: Let g represent a generator of the group G with order q,
given g and ga, compute a ∈ Z∗

q . For any probabilistic polynomial
time (PPT) algorithm A, the advantage that A solves DLP is
defined as:

AdvDLP
A = Pr[A(g, ga) = a|a ∈ Z∗

q]

DLP Assumption: For any PPT algorithm A, AdvDLP
A is negligible.

4.3. Decisional diffie-hellman problem (DDHP)

DDHP: Let g represent a generator of the group Gwith order q.
There are three random elements a, b, c in Z∗

q . Given (g, ga, gb),
distinguish the valid element gab from the random element gc

(i.e., decide whether ab = c). A PPT algorithm A has an advantage
AdvDDHP

A in solving DDHP if:

AdvDDHP
A ≤ |Pr[A(ga, gb, gab) = 1] − Pr[A(ga, gb, gc) = 1]|

DDHP assumption: for any PPT algorithm A, AdvDDHP
A is negligible.

5. Secure search over encrypted cloud data for multiple data
owners

In this section, we construct a basic secure search scheme for
multiple data owners model (SSMDO) that satisfies the proposed
security requirements in the multi-owner scenario. Through the
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theoretical performance analysis, we find the scheme is ineffi-
cient for enforcing multi-keyword conjunctive query and improve
it in Section 6.

From a system-level perspective, SSMDO scheme mainly in-
cludes four phases: the system initialization phase, the secure In-
dex construction phase, the query Trapdoor generation phase, and
the secure Search phase. We give the detailed implementation of
each phase in the following subsections.

5.1. System initialization phase

The system is fed a sufficiently large security parameter l and
then the phase sets up the work environment for our scheme.
Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic multiplicative groups with the same
composite order q and g be a generator of G1. Define a bilinear
map e : G1 × G1 → G2 and a cryptographic one-way hash
function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q which hashes an arbitrary string to
an element in Z∗

q . Meanwhile, the phase also generates two l-bit
large primes q1, q2 ∈ Zq that satisfy q = q1 · q2. An efficient
algorithm can be found in [34] to generate e,G1,G2,H, q, q1, q2
and the security strength of these parameters is determined
implicitly by l.

All data owners secretly share parameters q1 and q2. We
assume that the rigorous data owner authorization needs to be
enforced before a new data user joins in the system. Once passing
the data owner authorization, the authorized data user obtains the
data file decryption keys and the important parameter q2 from
data owners via secure communication channels.

5.2. Constructing data secure index for each data owner

To make the outsourced encrypted data files searchable, each
data owner DOi constructs a secure searchable index for each
data file Fi,j ∈ Fi according to the corresponding keyword set
Wi,j = {wi,j,1, wi,j,2, . . . , wi,j,|Wi,j|}. In the multiple data owners
setting, compared with the single owner model, the most impor-
tant challenge is that the different data owner should be able to
choose different secret key to construct secure searchable index
for system flexibility and data security. To satisfy this require-
ment, DOi constructs secure index for each data file Fi,j as follows.
Given the keyword set Wi,j, DOi first secretly chooses a temporary
key ski,j from Z∗

q at random and then encrypts each keyword
wi,j,h(1 ≤ h ≤ |Wi,j|) as gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j ∈ G1 to generate the secret
index of Fi,j:

I(Fi,j) = (gH(wi,j,1)+q1·ski,j , gH(wi,j,2)+q1·ski,j ,

..., gH(wi,j,|Wi,j |)+q1·ski,j )

After generating I(Fi,j), DOi destroys ski,j immediately.
However, the index construction leaks the number of key-

words contained in each data file. You can count the number
of group elements in I(Fi,j) to obtain the information. To avoid
revealing the number of keywords in each data file, like [9,12],
random elements padding is necessary. Let |W |max be the max-
imum number of keywords contained in a data file. If |Wi,j| <

|W |max, DOi randomly chooses |W |max − |Wi,j| elements R1, . . . ,

R|W |max−|Wi,j| from G1 and pads them to the I(Fi,j). At last, the
constructed secure index of Fi,j can be represented as:

I(Fi,j) = ( gH(wi,j,1)+q1·ski,j , . . . , gH(wi,j,|Wi,j |)+q1·ski,j  
Fi,j

,

R1, R2, . . . , R|W |max−|Wi,j|  
padding

)

5.3. Generating query trapdoor for data user

An authorized data user is allowed to encrypt query keywords
of interest using randomly chosen secret key for every time
request to achieve trapdoor privacy and trapdoor unlinkability.
More specifically, given a keyword w, u randomly chooses a tem-
porary key qu from Z∗

q and encrypts w as gH(w)·qu . To effectively
implement query, u further computes gq2·q̂u and gq2 , where q̂u
is an inverse of qu such that qu · q̂u mod q = 1. The trapdoor
of w can be denoted as Tu(w) = (gH(w)·qu , gq2·q̂u , gq2 ). However,
the value gq2 always keeps unchanged every time. To eliminate
the deterministic information, u randomly chooses another tem-
porary element ru from Z∗

q and generates the trapdoor of the
keyword w as follows:

Tu(w) = (gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru·(q̂u+1), g ru·q2 )

After generating the trapdoor Tu(w), u destroys qu and ru imme-
diately. For convenience of writing, we let T1 = gH(w)·qu , T2 =

gq2·ru·(q̂u+1) and T3 = g ru·q2 ; thus the query trapdoor of keyword
w can be denoted as

Tu(w) = (T1, T2, T3)

Given a query keyword set Q = {w1, w2, . . . , w|Q|}, the
trapdoor of Q can be denoted as follows:

Tu(Q) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T1 = {gH(w1)·qu , gH(w2)·qu , . . . , gH(w|Q|)·qu}

T2 = gq2·ru·(q̂u+1)

T3 = g ru·q2

5.4. Search over all encrypted data files outsourced by different data
owners for cloud server

The cloud server is equipped with powerful storage and com-
putation capabilities, besides storing all data owners’ encrypted
data and secure indexes, it is also responsible for performing
search on behalf of data users. More specifically, upon receiving
the query trapdoor Tu(w) = {T1, T2, T3}, given the secure index
I(Fi,j), the cloud server first computes

V(Tu(w)) = e(T1, T2)/e(T1, T3)

= e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·(q̂u+ru))/e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru )

If it can find an element gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j in I(Fi,j) that satisfies
the following equality:

e(gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j , T3) = V(Tu(w))

then the data file Fi,j is a correct search result. We say that if
the query keyword w satisfies w = wi,j,h, wi,j,h ∈ Fi,j, the above
equality holds, the search correctness can be verified as follows.

e(gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j , T3) = e(gH(wi,j,h) · gq1·ski,j , g ru·q2 )

= e(gH(wi,j,h), g ru·q2 ) · e(gq1·ski,j , g ru·q2 )

= e(gH(wi,j,h), g ru·q2 ) · 1

= e(gH(wi,j,h), T3)

V(Tu(w)) =
e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru·(q̂u+1))

e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru )

=
e(gH(w)·qu , g ru·q2·q̂u ) · e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru )

e(gH(w)·qu , gq2·ru )
= e(gH(w), g ru·q2 )qu·q̂u

= e(gH(w), T3)

Because e(g, g) is a group element in G2 with the order q = q1q2,
therefore e(g, g)ski,j·ru·q1·q2 = e(g, g)ski,j·ru·q

= e(g, g)[ski,j·ru·q mod q]
=

e(g, g)0 = 1. Obviously, e(gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j , T3) = V(Tu(w)) holds if
w = wi,j,h.
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5.5. Performance analysis

To evaluate the computation cost and communication cost
of the SSMDO, we first define some necessary notations. Let P
be a pairing operation and H be a hash operation that hashes
an arbitrary length string to an element in Z∗

q . EG1 denotes the
exponentiation operation in G1, MG1 and MG2 denote the group
multiplication in G1 and G2, MZq and AZq denote the multiplica-
tion and addition in Zq, respectively. Without loss of generality,
we use Wi,j to denote the jth data files of data owner DOi and
use |W |max to denote the total number of elements contained in
per-index after padding, the Q denotes a query keyword set. For
ease of reading, we describe the computation cost, asymptotic
complexity and output size of each phase in Table 2.

Note that Table 2 only displays the computation cost of one
index construction, which is linear to the number of distinct key-
words contained in the data file. Obviously, the total computation
cost of secure indexes construction is

∑
|DO|

i=1
∑|Fi|

j=1 (|Wi,j|(H +

AZq + EG1 ) + MZq ) and total output size of secure indexes is∑
|DO|

i=1
∑|Fi|

j=1 (|W |max|G1|). The search performs keywords match-
ing operations between trapdoors and secure indexes. If the linear
search is employed, the average search times is 1+|W |max

2 for each
query keyword in Q and (2 +

1+|W |max
2 )|Q| pairing operations are

executed on one data index. Therefore, assume that, when the
query Q ends, n encrypted data files satisfy this query, the total
search cost can be denoted as:

2P|Q| +

|DO|∑
i=1

|Fi|∑
j=1

(1 + |W |max

2

)
P|Q|

6. Practical and efficient multi-keyword conjunctive query
over encrypted data in the multi-owner model

In Section 5, we have implemented a secure keyword match-
ing scheme for multi-owner model, SSMDO. However, the theo-
retical performance analysis tell us, given a multi-keyword con-
junctive query Q, that the cloud server needs |Q| rounds linear
search and performs (2 +

1+|W |max
2 )|Q| pairing operations on one

secure index for a successful query, which certainly will discount
the query efficiency greatly due to the large number of pairing
computations and makes the multi-keyword conjunctive secure
query extremely inefficient. In other word, SSMDO is a single
keyword secure query scheme in essence. Inspired by [7], in
this section, we construct a practical multi-keyword conjunctive
secure search scheme (MKSSMDO) based on SSMDO and sig-
nificantly improve the query efficiency by largely reducing the
pairing operations from (2 +

1+|W |max
2 )|Q| to 3. Correspondingly,

the query complexity is significantly reduced from O((|W |max +

1)|Q|) to O(1).

6.1. MKSSMDO construction

To achieve the goal, we slightly change the secure index con-
struction of SSMDO and improve the trapdoor generation and
search algorithms. In MKSSMDO, there needs a pre-defined key-
word dictionary. We use notation D to denote such a pre-defined
keyword dictionary maintained by data owners and data users,
in which the keywords are arranged in a random order. For
ease of understanding, we give an example to illustrate how
to construct the improved secure index. Given the keyword set
Wi,j of the data file Fi,j, the data owner DOi builds the secure
index for Fi,j as follows: for each keyword w ∈ Wi,j, DOi en-
crypts w in the position that w appears in D; other positions
are padded using random group elements. For example, assume

D = {w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6} and the data file F ’s keyword set is
W = {w2, w4}, the secure index IF can be denoted as:

IF = (R1, gH(w2)+q1·sk, R3, gH(w4)+q1·sk, R5, R6)

where sk is a temporary key for F and R1, R3, R5, and R6 are
randomly chosen group elements in G1. Obviously, the secure
indexes of all data files have the same size and consists of |D|

random group elements in G1 each.
If a data user u adopts the multi-keyword conjunctive query

Q = {w1, . . . , w|Q|} to request encrypted data files, he generates
the query trapdoor based on D as follows:

Tu(Q) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
T1 = {gqu·

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), pw1 , pw2 , . . . , pw|Q|
}

T2 = gq2·ru·(q̂u+1)

T3 = g ru·q2

where pwk points the position that wk appears in the universal set
D.

Upon receiving the Tu, given the secure index IFi,j , the cloud
takes all group elements from positions pw1 , . . . , pw|Q|

and checks
whether the following equality holds or not:

e
( |Q|∏
k=1

gH(wi,j,pwk
)+q1·ski,j , T3

)
= e(T1, T2)/e(T1, T3)

If the equality holds, then the data file Fi,j is a query result of Tu.
The query correctness can be easily verified as follows:

e(T1, T2)/e(T1, T3) =

e
(
gqu·

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), gq2·ru·(q̂u+1)
)

e
(
gqu·

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), g ru·q2
)

=

e
(
g

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), gq2·ru
)qu·q̂u

· e
(
gqu·

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), g ru·q2
)

e
(
gqu·

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), g ru·q2
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

k=1(H(wk)), T3
)

e
( |Q|∏

k=1

gH(wi,j,pwk
)+q1·ski,j , T3

)
= e

(
g

∑|Q|

k=1 H(wi,j,pwk
)
· g

∑|Q|

k=1 q1·ski,j , g ru·q2
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

k=1 H(wi,j,pwk
)
, g ru·q2

)
· e

(
g

∑|Q|

k=1 q1·ski,j , g ru·q2
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

k=1 H(wi,j,pwk
)
, g ru·q2

)
· e(g, g)|Q|·q1·ski,j·ru·q2

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

k=1 H(wi,j,pwk
)
, T3

)
Obviously, if w(i,j,pwk )

= wk for all k = 1, 2, . . . , |Q|, then the
above equality holds.

6.2. Performance analysis

We can see that the secure index generation of MKSSMDO
bears the same time complexity as the SSMDO, both of which
increase with the size of the keyword set. MKSSMDO scheme
greatly improves the search efficiency by largely reducing the
time-consuming pair operations with the search complexity O(1).
However, it may require more storage space to store secure
indexes compared to SSMDO due to |D| > |W |max. For a multi-
keyword query set Q, the relatively time-consuming group ex-
ponentiation operations of trapdoor generation are reduced from
|Q| + 2 to 3 compared with SSMDO. Correspondingly, the output
size of the trapdoor is also reduced from (2+|Q|)|G1| to 3|G1|. we
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Table 2
The cost, complexity, and output size of each phase in the scheme.
Phase Computation Cost Complexity Output Size

Index |Wi,j|(H + AZq + EG1 ) +MZq O(|W |i,j) (|W |max)|G1|

Trapdoor |Q|(EG1 + MZq + H) +2(EG1 + MZq ) O(|Q|) (|Q|+2)|G1|

Search (2 +
1+|W |max

2 )|Q|P +MG2 |Q| O((|W |max+1) × |Q|) –

Table 3
The cost, complexity, and output size of each phase in the scheme.
Phase Computation Cost Complexity Size

Index |Wi,j|(H + AZq + EG1 ) +MZq O(|W |i,j) |D||G1|

Trapdoor |Q|(AZq + H) + 3(EG1 + MZq ) O(|Q|) 3|G1|

Search 3P + MG2 O(1) –

describe the computation cost, asymptotic complexity and output
size of the improved scheme in Table 3.

Assume that, when the query Q ends, n encrypted data files
satisfy this query, the total search cost is⎛⎝2 +

|DO|∑
i=1

|Fi|∑
j=1

⎞⎠ P .

7. Secure multi-keyword ranked search based on encrypted
relevant scores of keywords

To achieve accurate multi-keyword ranked search over the
encrypted data, given a data file Fi,j and its keyword set Wi,j =

{wi,j,1, . . . , wi,j,|Wi,j|}, for each keyword wi,j,h, the data owner DOi
uses the TF × IDF rule to compute the relevant score of wi,j,h to Fi,j
as RS(wi,j,h, Fi,j) (simply denoted as RSwi,j,h ) and adds them into
the secure index of Fi,j that allows cloud to use this information
to rank query results. Now, based on the pre-defined keyword
universal set D, the constructed secure index can be denoted as:

I(Fi,j) = ((gH(wi,j,1)+q1·ski,j ,RSwi,j,1 ), (R2, R′

2)...,

(gH(wi,j,|Wi,j |)+q1·ski,j ,RSwi,j,|Wi,j |
), (Rf , R′

f ), . . .)

If a data file does not contain a certain keyword, the corre-
sponding position of its secure index is padded using two random
group elements.

We use the same TF × IDF formula as [21] to compute a
keyword’s relevance score with respect to a data file as follows:

RS(w, Fd) =
1

|Fd|
· (1 + ln fd,w) · ln

(
1 +

N
fw

)
where fd,w denotes the TF of keyword w in the file Fd, |Fd| is the
length of file Fd, N denotes the total number of data files, and fw
denotes the number of data files that contain keyword w.

For a multi-keyword conjunctive query Q = {w1, w2, . . . ,

w|Q|}, |Q| > 1, to enable effective ranked query based on rele-
vance scores of keywords, typically, the similarity score of a data
file Fd to the query Q can be defined to be the arithmetic mean
of relevance scores of all query keywords to the data file Fd if Fd
satisfies the query Q (i.e., Fd contains all query keywords in Q).

sim(Q, Fd) =
RS(w1, Fd) + · · · + RS(w|Q|, Fd)

|Q|

=

|Q|∑
i=1

RS(wi, Fd)/|Q|

For example, assuming that there are two data files Fi,a and Fi,b
satisfying queryQ, the cloud takesRS(w1, Fi,a), . . . ,RS(w|Q|, Fi,a)
and RS(w1, Fi,b), . . ., RS(w|Q|, Fi,b) from corresponding index
I(Fi,a) and I(Fi,b) respectively, and computes sim(Q, Fi,a) and

sim(Q, Fi,b). If sim(Q, Fi,a) > sim(Q, Fi,b) then Fi,a is more relevant
to the query Q than Fi,b.

However, the relevant scores cannot be directly stored in the
plaintext form since they reflect the occurrence frequency of
keywords in data files. To prevent the cloud server from obtaining
useful information from data indexes by analyzing the relevant
scores, the relevant scores as sensitive information should also
be encrypted, which disable effectively search results ranking.
In [12], Wang et al. adopted order preserving symmetric encryp-
tion (OPSE) [35] to hide the relevance score information while
keeping the comparison ability between two encrypted number.
However, their scheme only supports single keyword ranked
search. Moreover, OPSE is normally the deterministic encryption
scheme that causes that the same relevance score of a certain
keyword in the different data files has the same ciphertext, which
compromises the security in the multi-owner model. In this pa-
per, our scheme should achieve the following three goals. First,
the relevant score of each distinct keyword within a data file
should be encrypted. Second, the same relevant score of a cer-
tain keyword in different data files should have the different
ciphertext. Third, our scheme should achieve multi-keyword con-
junctive ranked search based on the encrypted relevance scores
of keywords.

The first and second goals can be achieved easily by using
the same method as keyword encryption. For example, for each
keyword wi,j,h and its relevant score RSwi,j,h with respect to
the data file Fi,j, DOi encrypts them under a random temporary
secret key ski,j and generates ciphertext of wi,j,h and RSwi,j,h to
be gH(wi,j,h)+q1·ski,j and gRSwi,j,h+q1·ski,j . We get the ultimate version
of the secure index construction as follows:

I(Fi,j) = (gH(wi,j,1)+q1·ski,j , gRSwi,j,1+q1·ski,j ), (R2, R′

2)...,

(gH(wi,j,|Wi,j |)+q1·ski,j , g
RSwi,j,|Wi,j |

+q1·ski,j
, (Rf , R′

f ), . . .)

which contains 2|D| random elements in G1. Finally, we will
implement multi-keyword ranked search to achieve the third
goal. Obviously, given a query Q, to perform ranked query, the
cloud must calculate the similarity score of each query result
with respect to Q, i.e., the arithmetic mean of relevance scores
of all query keywords in a query result. However, in an index,
the relevance score of each keyword is encrypted individually. So,
how to compute the similarity of a query result with respect to
Q according to encrypted relevant scores is a key challenge.

We give an example to illustrate how to address this key
challenge. Assume that data file Fi,j is a query result of Q =

w1 ∧ w2 ∧ · · · ∧ w|Q|, the cloud first takes the corresponding en-
crypted relevant scores gRS(w1,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , . . ., gRS(w|Q|,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j

from index I(Fi,j) and then computes
∏

|Q|

n=1 g
RS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j and

e(T3, g) = GT3 . Then, the similarity score sim(Q, Fi,j) can be com-
puted efficiently by the following formula while the cloud does
not know the individual relevance score of each query keyword
in Fi,j, i.e., RS(w1, Fi,j), . . . ,RS(w|Q|, Fi,j).

sim(Q, Fi,j) =

logGT3 e
(∏

|Q|

n=1 g
RS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , T3

)
|T1| − 1

Similarly, the cloud computes the above similarity score for each
query result of Q and ranks query results by sorting all these
relevance scores in descending order.
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Actually, the above similarity sim(Q, Fi,j) of data file Fi,j to Q
exactly satisfies:

sim(Q, Fi,j) =

logGT3 e
(∏

|Q|

n=1 g
RS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , T3

)
|T1| − 1

=

|Q|∑
n=1

RS(wn, Fi,j)/|Q|

i.e., the arithmetic mean of relevance scores of all query key-
words. We verify the fact by the following description and deriva-
tion.

e
( |Q|∏
n=1

gRS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , T3
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

n=1 RS(wn,Fi,j) · g
∑|Q|

n=1 q1·ski,j , g ru·q2
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

n=1 RS(wn,Fi,j), g ru·q2
)

· e
(
g

∑|Q|

n=1 q1·ski,j , g ru·q2
)

= e
(
g

∑|Q|

n=1 RS(wn,Fi,j), g ru·q2
)

· e(g, g)|Q|·q1·q2·ski,j·ru

= e(g, g ru·q2 )
∑|Q|

n=1 RS(wn,Fi,j)

= G
∑|Q|

n=1 RS(wn,Fi,j)
T3

Because
∑

|Q|

n=1 RS(wn, Fi,j) is a very small number, the cloud can
very efficiently compute by [36]:
|Q|∑
n=1

RS(wn, Fi,j) = logGT3 e
( |Q|∏
n=1

gRS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , T3
)

Therefore,

logGT3 e
( |Q|∏
n=1

gRS(wn,Fi,j)+q1·ski,j , T3
)
/(|T1| − 1)

=

|Q|∑
n=1

RS(wn, Fi,j)/|Q|

= sim(Q, Fi,j)

The computation cost of computing similarity between the query
Q and a query result is 2P + (|Q| − 1)MG1 + Tlog + Tdiv , where
Tlog denotes the time cost of a logarithm computation and Tdiv
denotes the time cost of an integer division operation.

8. Security proof and analysis

Data index security is the most important security goal for
the cloud secure search scheme, our constructed secure index
consists of encrypted keywords, encrypted relevances score, and
random group elements. In this section, we first prove the se-
curity of the keyword and relevance score encryption and then
provide a multianalysis according to the security requirements
proposed in Section 3.

8.1. Security proof

In our secure index construction, both the keywords and rel-
evance scores are converted into group elements by encrypting
and the basic encryption block can be denoted as: E(m) =

gm+q1·sk, where sk is a randomly chosen secret value for encrypt-
ing m. We claim that the encryption scheme E achieves seman-
tical security against the chosen plaintext attack (CPA) under the
DDHP assumption. Before proving the assertion, we first define
an advantage that a polynomial adversary A is able to break E by

briefly playing a conventional challenger and adversary game as
follows.

Setup The challenger runs the Setting Initialization algorithm
and publishes public parameters to the adversary.

Phase 1 The adversary is allowed to access encryption oracle
E for many times and inputs two messages m0 and m1,

Challenge The adversary sends m0 and m1 to the challenger.
The challenger flips a random binary coin b and encrypts mb as
E(mb). The ciphertext E(mb) is sent to the adversary.

Phase 2 The adversary continues to access the encryption
oracle E.

Guess The adversary inputs the guess b′ of b.
A’s advantage of winning the game is defined to be

AdvCPA
A =

⏐⏐⏐⏐Pr[b = b′
] −

1
2

⏐⏐⏐⏐
For any polynomial time adversary A, if the advantage Adv that
A breaks an encryption is negligible, then the encryption scheme
is semantically secure encryption against CPA .

Theorem 1. Our proposed keyword and relevance score encryption
E is semantically secure if DDHP assumption holds.

Proof. Suppose a polynomial time adversary A has a non-
negligible advantage ϵ to win the above game to break the
encryption E, we can construct an algorithm B who can solve the
DDH problem with a non-negligible advantage.

The challenger C first flips a binary coin µ. If µ = 0, C sets
tuple t0 : (g, A = ga, B = gb, C = gab); if µ = 1, he sets
tuple t1 : (g, A = ga, B = gb, C = gc), where a, b, c , are chosen
from Z∗

q at random uniformly. Tuple tµ is sent to simulator B. The
simulator B plays the following game with adversary A on behalf
of challenger C.

Setup B sends the public parameter {q, g} to A.
Phase 1 A accesses the encryption function E many times

by using an arbitrary message in Zq to ask the corresponding
ciphertext every time. Finally, he outputs two messages m0 and
m1 and sends them to B.

Challenge B flips a binary coin γ and encrypts message mγ as
E = gmγ · C .

If µ = 0, C = gab. As sk is a randomly chosen element in
encryption E, sk · q1 is also a random element, we let ab = sk · q1.
Thus, we have E = gmγ ·C = gmγ · gab

= gmγ +sk·q1 . Therefore, E is
a valid message encryption of E. If µ = 1, C = gc . Then we have
E = gmγ +c . Since c is a random element, therefore E is a random
element in G1 from A’s perspective and contains no information
about mγ .

Phase 2 A continues to ask the encryption oracle E.
Guess A outputs a guess γ ′ of γ . If γ ′

= γ , then B outputs the
guess µ′

= 0 of µ. This means C sent the valid encryption tuple
t0 : (g, A = ga, B = gb, C = gab) to B. Since A has advantage
ϵ to break E, therefore, the probability A outputs guess γ ′ of γ

satisfying γ ′
= γ is 1

2 + ϵ. Correspondingly, the probability that
B outputs guess µ′ of µ satisfying µ′

= µ = 0 is 1
2 + ϵ. If γ ′

̸= γ ,
then B outputs the guess µ′

= 1 of µ. This means random tuple
t1 was sent to B. Therefore, the probability A outputs guess γ ′ of
γ satisfying γ ′

= γ is 1
2 . Correspondingly, the probability that B

outputs guess µ′ of µ satisfying µ′
= µ = 1 is 1

2 .
Hence, the overall advantage that B solves the DDHP can be

computed:

advDDHP
B =

⏐⏐⏐⏐12Pr[µ = µ′
|µ = 0] +

1
2
Pr[µ = µ′

|µ = 1] −
1
2

⏐⏐⏐⏐
=

⏐⏐⏐⏐[1
2

(
1
2

+ ϵ

)
+

1
2

·
1
2

]
−

1
2

⏐⏐⏐⏐ =
ϵ

2
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Therefore, if A can break E with a non-negligible advantage ϵ,
the B is able to solve the DDHP with the non-negligible advantage
ϵ
2 , which contradicts the DDHP assumption. □

8.2. Security analysis

In this section, we provide an overall security analysis for our
multi-owner secure query scheme.

• Security of Data files: The security of data files can be
well protected by using the semantically secure symmetric
encryption such as AES. As long as symmetric keys are kept
secret from the cloud server, the cloud server cannot obtain
the outsourced data.

• Security of secure index: In Theorem 1, we have proved
that the keyword and relevance score encryption is a seman-
tically secure encryption based on the DDHP assumption. On
the other hand, our constructed indexes achieve the security
requirements of multiple data owners scenario. More con-
cretely, first, the same keywords in different data files have
completely different ciphertexts. For example, given two
data files Fi,a and Fi,b/Fj,b (Fi,∗, Fj,∗ are owned by DOi and DOj,
respectively), the cloud cannot observe how many the same
keywords exist in Wi,a and Wi,b/Wj,b from their encrypted
indexes I(Fi,a), I(Fi,b)/I(Fj,b) due to different temporary keys
ski,a and ski,b/skj,b such that they cannot be distinguished
even if Wi,a = Wi,b/Wj,b. Second, for a data owner DOi,
the leakage of a temporary key does not endanger other
data files. Third, a data owner leaks his temporary keys
that would not lead to the data files disclosure of other
owners. Lastly, the number of keywords contained in each
data file is hidden by padding random elements. Therefore,
the cloud server cannot obtain any useful information about
the outsourced data by analyzing their secure indexes as
long as the DDHP assumption holds.

• Trapdoor Privacy and Trapdoor Unlinkability: Given the
trapdoor Tu(w) of keyword w, the cloud cannot recover w

from T1 = gH(w)·qu due to requiring to solve the discrete
logarithm problem in Zq (DLP assumption). Moreover, large
number factorization problem and the cryptography hash
function H further guarantee the security of the trapdoor.
In addition, the random temporary keys qu, ru ensure the
security property of trapdoor unlinkability. Therefore, the
cloud server cannot obtain any useful contents about search
queries as long as the DLP is hard.

• Query Security In the process of query, the cloud server
may try to obtain the underlying query keyword by com-
puting e(T1, T2)/e(T1, T3) = e(g, g)H(w)·q2·ru . However, the
cloud server cannot recover w from e(g, g)H(w)·q2·ru due to
the DLP assumption, the cryptography hash function H , and
secret value q2, ru. In addition, an unauthorized user cannot
generate complete query trapdoor due to the lack of the key
q2 and thus cannot obtain effective query without T2 and T3.

9. Experimental evaluation

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance
of SSMDO and MKSSMDO. To provide an effective and reason-
able performance comparison, we also implement the off-the-peg
multi-owner scheme, Privacy preserving Ranked Multi-keyword
Search in a Multi-owner Model (PRMSM) [21]. Experiment results
demonstrate that MKSSMDO has better and more practical search
efficiency than SSMDO and PRMSM.

Fig. 3. (a) The storage overhead of secure indexes for different size of D with
the same |W |max = 102 and the same number of data files n = 1000. (b) The
storage overhead of secure indexes for different number of data files with the
same |W |max = 102 and |D| = 500.

9.1. Evaluation setup

We evaluate the performance of our secure scheme on the real
Enron Email Dataset [37] and randomly select 2000 files to build
our experimental subset, from which 738 keywords are extracted
by using Hermetic Word Frequency Counter [38]. We generate
keyword set for each data file, the minimal and maximal number
of keywords in a certain data file is 47 and 102, respectively. Thus,
we set the maximal number of keywords |W |max = 102.

All experiment programs are developed on Java platform based
on the JPBC library [39]. The Type A1 elliptic curve is used in our
experiments.

The software and hardware configurations are as follows. The
client side is a Windows 7 desktop system with 2.3-GHz Intel
Core (TM) i5-6200U and 4GB RAM , which is responsible for per-
forming secure index and query trapdoor generation. The server
side is also Windows 7 desktop system with 3.60-GHz Intel Core
(TM) i7-7700 CPU and 8 GB RAM, which represents the cloud
server to perform search over encrypted data.

9.2. Storage overhead of secure index

The secure index of each data file consists of 2|W |max and 2|D|

group elements in SSMDO and MKSSMDO, respectively. PRMSM
is an inverted index construction, which contains 2|D| group
elements and a set of data file identifier nodes. We invoke the
API getLengthInBytes() to obtain the size, 386 bytes, of a group
element in Type A1 elliptic curve. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates that
the secure index of SSMDO is independent of the size of D and
consists of 2|W |max = 204 group elements, while each secure
index of MKSSMDO and the inverted indexes of PRMSM consists
of 2|D| group elements and thus the storage size of their secure
indexes is linear to the size of D. When setting |D| = 500,
|W |max = 102, and n = 1000, the index storage size of these
schemes is 77 MB, 377 MB, and 21 MB, respectively. Fig. 3(b)
demonstrates that, given |W |max = 102 and |D| = 500, the
storage overhead of SSMDO, MKSSMDO, and PRMSM all increases
linearly with an increasing number of data files. We can observe
that MKSSMDO requires much more storage space than SSMDO
and PRMSM to store secure indexes of data files. About 150 MB,
736 MB, and 42 MB storage spaces are needed when the number
of data files achieves 2000 for SSMDO, MKSSMDO, and PRMSM
respectively. They are acceptable for the cheap cloud storage
nowadays. Note that PRMSM only needs 77 KB to save group
elements when |D| = 500, other storage spaces are used to store
file identifier nodes.
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Fig. 4. (a) The time cost of secure index generation for different number of keywords contained in a data file with the fixed size of keyword dictionary |D| = 500.
(b) The time cost of secure index generation for different size of D with fixed the number of keywords contained in a data file |W | = 80. (c) The time cost of secure
index generation for different number of data files with the fixed size of |D| = 500 and fixed the number of keywords contained in a data file |W | = 80.

9.3. Time cost of secure index construction

Fig. 4(a) shows that the time cost of secure index construc-
tion for SSMDO, MKSSMDO, and PRMSM linearly increases when
varying the number of keywords in a data file from 10 to 80
and MKSSMDO needs a little more time than SSMDO due to
more random elements padding. We can observe that when the
number of keywords achieves 80, the index construction time
of SSMDO, MKSSMDO, and PRMSM is 13.5 s, 15.8 s, and 47.8 s,
respectively. The reason, that the time cost of PRMSM is more
than our scheme when constructing the secure index for one
data file, is to require to generate a posting list for each keyword
associated with the data file, which needs more exponentiation
operations. Fig. 4(b) further illustrates that the time cost of secure
index construction of these schemes is affected by the number
of keywords of the data file only and is independent of the
size of the keyword dictionary D. Since SSMDO and MKSSMDO
is a per-file based index, the time cost of constructing secure
indexes is linear to the number of data files while PRMSM is
insensitive to the size of data files for index construction due
to adopting inverted index, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Moreover, the
more the number of data files is, the more obvious the advantage
of PRMSM is for index construction when fixing the size of the
keyword dictionary. Though the index construction is a relatively
expensive computation process in our scheme, it is a one-time
operation for each data owner in practice.

9.4. Time cost of trapdoor generation

Fig. 5(a) shows the time cost of trapdoor generation for differ-
ent number of query keywords when fixing the size of D to be
500. We can observe that the time cost of SSMDO and PRMSM
grows linearly with the increasing number of query keywords
while the time cost of MKSSMDO is not affected by the number
of query keywords. This is because that, given a multi-keyword
query Q, SSMDO and PRMSM needs 2+|Q| and 1+|Q| exponen-
tiation computations respectively, while MKSSMDO only needs 3
exponentiation computations for any number of query keywords.
Fig. 5(b) shows the time cost of trapdoor generation for different
size of D with the fixed number of query keywords. We can
observe that the trapdoor generation time of the three schemes
is independent of the size of the keyword dictionary D.

It is worth emphasizing that we only test the time cost of trap-
door generation at the data user side in the above experiments.
Compared with our schemes, PRMSM actually needs more time
to generate complete query trapdoor since it further requires
the Administration Server to re-encrypt the submitted trapdoor
previously generated by a data user.

Fig. 5. (a) The time cost of trapdoor generation for different number of query
keywords with the fixed size of keyword dictionary |D| = 500. (b) The time
cost of trapdoor generation for different size of keyword dictionary D with the
fixed number of query keywords |Q| = 12.

9.5. Time cost of secure search

We execute the secure search at the server side with more
powerful computation capacities. As we can see from Fig. 6(a),
the time cost of SSMDO and PRMSM is nearly linear to the
number of query keywords while the time cost of MKSSMDO
is not affected by the number of query keywords when fixing
the size of data file set. Moreover, SSMDO needs to consume
more time on keyword matching than PRMSM when fixing the
size of keyword dictionary and data file set to be 200 and 1000,
respectively. This is because that SSMDO and PRMSM needs to
perform 1000|Q| + 2 and 200|Q| + 1 pair operations for a multi-
keyword conjunctive query. Fig. 6(b) shows that the time cost
of search for PRMSM increases linearly with the size of keyword
dictionary D while SSMDO and MKSSMDO are insensitive to the
size of keyword dictionary D. Fig. 6(c) shows that, given the fixed
size of query keywords and the keyword dictionary, the time
cost of search for SSMDO and MKSSMDO grows linearly with the
increasing number of data files while PRMSM generally remains
unchanged. More importantly, we can observe from Fig. 6 that
MKSSMDO needs to consume far less time on search than SSMDO
and PRMSM, which further illustrates that MKSSMDO is a real and
practical multi-keyword conjunctive query scheme. In addition,
for MKSSMDO, the time cost of search can be further reduced by
outsourcing search operations to the computationally powerful
cloud server in practice.

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate multi-keyword conjunctive
ranked secure query technique over encrypted cloud data for
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Fig. 6. (a) Time cost of search for different number of query keywords with the same size of keyword dictionary, |D| = 200 and the same size of data file set,
n = 1000. (b) Time cost of search for different size of keyword dictionary D with the same size of query keywords, |Q| = 5 and the same size of data file set,
n = 1000. (c) Time cost of search for different size of data files with the same number of query keywords, |Q| = 5 and the same size of keyword dictionary,
|D| = 500.

multiple data owners scenario. We first construct a secure sin-
gle keyword search scheme SSMDO for multi-owner model. To
achieve a practical efficiency for multi-keyword conjunctive
query, we develop SSMDO and propose a real multi-keyword
conjunctive query scheme MKSSMDO with practical search ef-
ficiency. On the other hand, to achieve accurate query results
ranking, our scheme allows the cloud to calculate the similarity
scores of a multi-keyword conjunctive query to its query results
based on individual encrypted keyword relevance score without
knowing actual value of individual relevance score; based on sim-
ilarity scores, the cloud can accurately and effectively rank query
results and implement top-k query. We theoretically analyze the
performance and security of our proposed scheme and further
experimentally evaluate the correctness and effectiveness in a
real data set. A fuzzy multi-keyword conjunctive ranked query
scheme for multi-owner model in the cloud computing will be
explored in our future work.
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